H-mode experiments on Alcator C-Mod [I. H. Hutchinson, et al., Phys. Plas. 1, 1511 (1994 which exhibit an internal transport barrier (ITB) have been examined with gyrokinetic calculations, before barrier formation. Ion temperature gradient (ITG) and electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes are unstable outside the barrier region and not strongly growing in the core; in the barrier region ITG is only weakly unstable. Linear calculations support the picture that ITG and ETG modes drive high transport outside the ITB, and that weakly unstable ITG modes in the barrier region correlate with reduced particle transport and improved thermal confinement even before the ITB is established, without the need for ExB shear stabilization.
] are compared to standard threshold models and benchmark successfully against experiment in the plasma core.
(PACS numbers: 52. 30 .Gz, 52.35Kt, 52.35Qz, 52. 35 .Ra, 52.55.F)
I. INTRODUCTION
When internal barriers to plasma particle and energy transport develop, high temperature plasma is well confined, a necessary step toward economical fusion reactors. Because Alcator CMod 1 is a toroidal magnetic confinement device with high toroidal field, high plasma density, and radio frequency (rf) heating, its transport characteristics are of special interest, being relevant to fusion reactor scenarios 2 . In this paper, plasma conditions just before internal transport barrier (ITB) formation on C-Mod are analyzed for linear drift mode stability using the GS2 3, 4 gyrokinetic code. This code provides a stability analysis of ion temperature gradient (ITG), trapped electron mode (TEM) and electron temperature gradient (ETG) drift modes using a fully electromagnetic, flux-tube model, four plasma species, a realistic numerical equlibrium, electron and ion collisions and including the full nonadiabatic electron response.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we describe the experimental conditions; in Sec. III the gyrokinetic equations and analysis results are presented, including extensive linear studies of the effects of density and temperature scale length changes on ITG/TEM stability. In the discussion of Sec. IV, code results are compared to standard models and tested against transport analysis of the experiment. The paper concludes with a summary in Sec. V.
II. ALCATOR C-MOD INTERNAL TRANSPORT BARRIER EXPERIMENT
Following off-axis rf heating and establishment of a high performance (H-mode) plasma, C-Mod develops a reproducible ITB with a steep electron density profile 5 . In contrast to other such experiments 6 , this ITB occurs without reversed magnetic shear or high plasma rotation.
This experiment is the subject of much recent analysis 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , including gyrokinetic simulations 14 of strong TEM microturbulence late in the discharge, during the fully developed ITB phase.
These ITB experiments are of special interest as thermal confinement found from experimental transport analysis is higher than predicted by neoclassical theory in the plasma core. A typical such experiment is analyzed here, pulse #1001220016 ( , where the majority ions are deuterium. The central plasma beta, defined as the plasma kinetic energy at the magnetic axis divided by the confining field magnetic energy, is less than 1%. Toroidal rotation is found to reverse sign as the barrier is established, being near zero at the plasma center at the time of ITB onset (Fig. 1) .
The ITB exhibits steep, spontaneous density peaking and a reduction in particle transport occurring without a central particle source. The ITB develops in the early phase of a dual frequency rf experiment, with central rf heating providing density control later in the discharge.
In the early phase, an ion cyclotron radio frequency (ICRF) EDA H-Mode, the hydrogen minority resonance is at r/a~0.5 on the high field side, beginning at 0.7 s. EDA refers to enhanced D α radiation, which characterizes high performance H-modes at high densities and temperatures. Plasma radii are normalized by the midplane half radius, a = 0.22 m. ITBs form in both ohmic and ICRF heated plasmas, from fully equilibrated H-modes. Modeling of radio frequency heating of the hydrogen minority indicates the hydrogen temperature (T h =2E h /3k) to be peaked around the half radius, with a less radially peaked hydrogen density profile. The ion distribution function is not thought to have a high energy rf tail, due to the high density and collisionality.
The density profile data was obtained from inverted visible bremstrahlung measurements, adjusted for the Z eff and temperature dependence. Electron temperature data was taken from Thomson scattering as the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) signal is cut off during the ITB because of rising electron density.
Ion and electron collisions have a strong impact on drift wave stability and depend sensitively on plasma densities and temperatures. Consequently, the identification of impurities and characterization of minority species is important in microstability modeling. The impurity and minority ions at 0.9 s are estimated to be 3% boron and 4% hydrogen. The walls of C-Mod are molybdenum, regularly coated with boron (from D 2 B 6 boronization) for edge density control.
Examination of bolometer profiles indicates molybdenum levels less than 0.1%. The low-Z impurity level is estimated at 3% from visible bremsstrahlung measurements, yielding Z eff~1 .64.
The impurity ion is identified as boron, although the low-Z impurities may be actually 2% boron and 1% carbon. Boron and carbon are so similar in collisional properties that only boron impurity ions are included in the calculations. No oxygen is thought to have been present. The hydrogen to deuterium ratio, 4% at 0.9 s, was obtained from spectroscopic measurements of D α and H α radiation.
Error in the experimental measurements of all data is estimated to be on the order of 10-20%. The experimental data was analyzed with the TRANSP code 17 . The plasma ion temperature profile in TRANSP was modeled under the assumption that χ i is proportional to the neoclassical ion diffusivity 18 , χ i = Kχ i Chang-Hinton . The factor of proportionality, K, is chosen to match the measured neutron data at the plasma center to that computed by TRANSP in the transport analysis. K varies during the evolution of the plasma, being about 1.5 when averaged over 0.85 to 0.95 s. This leads to T i (r) being broader, and slightly lower than T e (r). While the high density of C-Mod suggests that T i =T e would be a good assumption in the plasma core, the data are consistent with either ion thermal loss model 8 .
Radial profiles of the electron density, the magnetic safety factor q, the electron temperature and the ion temperature from the TRANSP analysis for times within the L-mode, H-mode and early ITB phases are shown in Fig. 2 . This analysis included a sawtooth model which causes the safety factor to drop below unity by ~10% at each sawtooth. As the sawtooth period is 10 ms, a sawtooth-averaged condition is used for the gyrokinetic calculations. TRANSP modeling leads to a normal shear profile, with q monotonic. Three radial locations (r/a=0.25, 0.45, 0.65) were chosen for microstability analyses to characterize the core, barrier region and outer plasma conditions. The times of interest chosen for the gyrokinetic calculations near the time of ITB onset are 0.8 s and 0.9 s.
The TRANSP results were processed with TRXPL 19 , averaging over 50 ms at the time of interest. TRXPL generates the input files for the microstability calculations, recomputing the plasma equilibrium and calculating the input parameters for the gyrokinetic code from the TRANSP profiles of the plasma densities, temperatures, etc. These parameters are given in Table I . In these calculations the ratios of the deuterium, boron and hydrogen ion densities to the 
III. GYROKINETIC CALCULATIONS

A. Gyrokinetic model of drift wave turbulence
The transport of particles and energy in high temperature fusion plasmas is widely believed to result from the turbulence of drift wave fluctuations (see Wesson 20 and references therein). Three types of drift waves are believed to affect plasma confinement: the ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode 20, 21 , the trapped electron mode (TEM) [20] [21] [22] , and the electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode driven by passing electrons 4, [23] [24] [25] [26] . The longest wavelength drift mode microturbulence in our study is characterized by normalized wave vectors, 0.1 Figures 5a and 5c show the wave vector dependent spectra of drift mode growth rates and real frequencies, respectively, at the ITB onset time, 0.9 sec for each radius, on a log abscissa. Fig. 5b shows the ITG/TEM growth rates on a linear abscissa.
In the plasma core ETG modes are stable. In the core, weakly unstable ITG/TEM modes, apparently well converged in time, with 0.3< k ⊥ ρ s <0.6 (0.02 MHz) are found in calculations of five 2π field periods along the field line. These instabilities, possibly driven by boundary conditions and the breakdown of the ballooning approximation for very low magnetic shear, have very low growth rates (<0.005 MHz) for field lines extended to seventeen 2π field periods.
They rotate in the electron diamagnetic direction with peaks in the eigenfunctions from particle trapping regions in each period. Convergence studies in field line length were necessary in the plasma core, but not at or outside the ITB region, due to the good eigenfunction localization there. The ITG/TEM instability is not expected in the plasma core, since
94. These modes are unlikely to be kinetic ballooning instabilities since β=0.75% in the plasma core. The modes in the plasma core are probably spurious, arising from inadequate box size, and were not pursued further. We conclude that there are no strongly growing unstable ITG/TEM drift modes in the plasma core. The core growth rates and real frequencies for ITG/TEM modes are not shown in Fig. 5 because we could not show definitive stability, as we could for ETG modes.
The difficulty is that the ballooning approximation is no longer valid at small values of magnetic shear,
, as in the plasma core (Fig. 2b) . In this case, in the absence of strong driving forces, the eigenfunctions then become very broad and cannot be well resolved, and usually neglected higher-order corrections become important. Calculations with a full radius, global code such as GTC 29 or GYRO 30 could be used to resolve these modes and confirm ITG/TEM stability, as they do not make use of the ballooning approximation. (k ⊥ ρ s ) has a parabolic shape, peaked at ~0.2-0.3k ⊥ ρ s (Fig. 9a) .
Above the experimental normalized temperature gradient, the growth rate shows nonmonotonic . At ITB onset in the barrier region, density peaking further destabilizes the ITG/TEM mode in the CMod case, as is also found in Ref. 14. For the C-Mod ITB onset time, we find the growth rates in the barrier region are much more sensitive to increased temperature gradients than to increased density gradients and that there is no critical density gradient below which the ITG/TEM modes are stable.
IV. DISCUSSION
Linear stability analysis of the C-Mod ITB at the onset time shows that long wavelength ITG/TEM modes are weakly unstable at the barrier region. This provides an environment with little plasma microturbulence and allows the Ware pinch to cause the density peaking seen in the experiment 9, 14 . Additional linear calculations were used to create an ITG/TEM drift mode stability phase diagram for this C-Mod plasma. We next compare the ITG stability threshold obtained for the barrier region to predictions from standard microstability models 20, 28, [33] [34] [35] . Such comparisons can verify the accuracy of the parametric dependencies of simpler, analytic or computationally-based models.
A. Comparison with analytic models for the ITG stability threshold
The long wavelength drift mode phase diagram, (Fig. 2a) 
In , but also include trapped particle effects, complete FLR effects, electron-ion collisions and impurity ions. The difference in critical temperature gradients might suggest that the transport barrier is more easily formed near r/a=0.45 than for typical high turbulence plasma regions which were the basis of the critical temperature gradient models, but a 40% difference between the GS2 threshold and our extension of the Jenko threshold is not unexpected. Trapped particle effects, electron-ion collisions and impurity ions are likely to be important in accurately modeling ITB formation, and we encourage future gyrokinetic simulations to include these effects in developing improved algebraic critical gradient models.
B. Comparison of gyrokinetic modeling to transport analysis of experiment
In principle, predictions for experimentally measured heat and particle fluxes and transport coefficients can be found for each plasma species. However, because C-Mod has such high plasma density, error estimates for electron or ion heat fluxes and diffusivities can be as large as ±70%, so that the effective heat transport coefficient
is reported, rather than χ e and χ i . In Fig. 12 the experimental χ eff and the neoclassical ion thermal conductivity 18 , χ i
Chang-Hinton
, are shown at the ITB onset time. The large differences between the experimental effective heat diffusivity and χ i
, both at and outside the ITB region, mean that microturbulent-based anomalous transport is likely to be important at both locations. . These estimates are compared to χ eff -χ i
Chang-
Hinton
for the three plasma radii in Table II . This simple mixing length formulation is in agreement with transport analysis in the plasma core and overestimates the observed transport by less than a factor of two at and outside the barrier region. This is relatively good agreement with experiment for the linear calculations.
Generally nonlinear simulations are desired for model validation against experiment.
However, it is unlikely that nonlinear gyrokinetic calculations will yield significant ITG/TEM microturbulence in the core, given the flat density and temperature profiles and no strongly growing linear instabilities. Subcritical turbulence has only been identified in gyrofluid calculations near the plasma edge 39 . Self-sustained core drift wave turbulence has not been observed to date at the low collisionality, Comparison of computational models to analytic models and experiment are essential in establishing credibility for computational physics. We find standard analytic models of the ITG/TEM critical temperature gradient threshold compare satisfactorily to the GS2 gyrokinetic model and that the ITG/TEM mixing length model is roughly consistent with experiment at ITB onset. 
